
Hey guys….just touching base on our journey to understand how to predict and profit from market 

turning points….this is a fun hobby that helps us have some fun, that takes trillion of dollars to effect, so 

the Running game haters can’t try to trip on our joy….it takes years to observe how to trade FX turning 

points, so the agreement (again) is only Micro (10cents a PIP) accounts and “any loss is a lesson”, so 

please nobody hate on our friends for jumping the gun on a trade…I’ll show some of my own mistakes 

here…enjoy the discovery….we mean that… 

 

Oh, Pre-US, yes, that’s cool, just got that one…a good heart, and the music community would benefit 

from creating jobs for Pre-Us folks…all skins, personalities…great….sounds good…lets work with that… 

 

O.k….so here was the original structure that was near a Major Daily time frame Supply zone, so we said, 

“well, this is fun…lets create an entry order below the Momentum breakout area, with a Stop order 

behind the recent pullback in the past to be safe and a limit before the opposing zone”….truth is, we 

need downward impulsions to confirm real true Supply/Seller sentiment….(we are looking at 1 hour 

charts as we discover our swing trade strategies) 

 

 

 

(for the future, we will “squish” the chart together to better see the “structure”….doesn’t seem good 

when viewed from this perspective…love to all our visually impaired friends…have yerself a Merry little 

Christmas or Holiday) 



 The picture above may not seem like there was anything…but there was a reversal 

structure, and price “dipped” below, and we all laughed as price went back up…classic…this one is still 

the trade, but it’s still a lesson, to wait for a real structure and a clear break from the zone….below are 

some other one’s… 

 

Oh, here’s a winning trade from us to all the haters…just real quick…”the experienced trader is focused 

on managing risk, the amateur is focused on how much they can profit”…30.8 PIPS (intra day…this trade 

is if you have time to check the charts a lot during high volume times of the day, and find a structure to 

do the Momentum Breakout strategy…this can drive anyone a bit batty)  

 

 

 

 

So again. Short term traders, just check the charts during the high volume times, and trade smaller time 

frame structures (less risk A.K.A. “capital exposure” considering the stop loss order needed behind a 

larger PIP range pullback), but there are lots of swing traders too….no pressure… 



O.k., now back to learning and having fun…..

 

 

 

 This structure is a “Top”, but look at that buyer impulsion to the left…maybe squishing the 

chart together more will help us understand the structure more…the larger time frame tells us more: 

 

1) Is the structure in a larger time frame “Supply/Seller”  or “W” in a buyer zone? 

2) Is this the end of a correction? Is there a downward impulsion to the left? (Search Online 

Trading Academy Odd’s enhancers?) 

3) What is the larger trend…Channel, trend lines…are we really at a turning point or not? 

That’s all for now…we’re not experts, but maybe someday, we will be winning traders with 

patience…we are asking questions…how do we know?....Turning points is our quest…. 

 

Have fun, with whatever it may be…we gotta lighten up…the world needs it….peace and blessings… 


